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The structure of the phenol-nitrogen cluster: A joint experimental
and ab initio study
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The rotationally resolved LIF spectra of four different isotopomers of the phenol-nitrogen cluster
have been measured to elucidate the structural parameters of the cluster in ground and electronically
excited (S1) state. The fit of the rotational constants has been performed by a genetic algorithm and
by an assigned fit to the line frequencies. The results of both methods are compared. The
intermolecular structures are fit to the inertial parameters and are compared to the results ofab initio
calculations for both states. This fit was performed under the restriction that the geometry of the
monomer moieties do not change upon complexation. Of the remaining five intermolecular
parameters two dihedral angles were fixed due to the planarity of the complex, which was inferred
from the inertial defects of all isotopomers. The distance of the nearest nitrogen atom to the
hydrogen atom of the phenolic hydroxy group is found to decrease upon electronic excitation of the
chromophore considerably more than predicted fromab initio calculations. This deviation between
theory and experiment can be traced back to the absence of electron–electron correlation in the
performed complete active space self-consistent field calculations. The shortening of the OH¯NN
‘‘hydrogen’’ bond upon electronic excitation is in agreement with the increased dipole moment of
phenol in theS1-state. © 2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1638378#
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I. INTRODUCTION

van der Waals clusters between aromatic molecules
noble gas atoms have been investigated in the past in g
detail. In all cases the noble gas is found to be situated ab
the aromatic ring~p-bond! with typical distances of abou
350 pm for Ar and 340 pm for Ne atoms.

For three monohalobenzenes~F,Cl,Br! the complexes
with nitrogen were also determined to be van der Wa
bound1 above the aromatic ring. The aniline-nitrogen syst
has been studied using rotationally resolved electronic s
troscopy and was found to be van der Waals bound wit
perpendicular distance of the nitrogen molecule from
aromatic plane of 343.3 pm.2

For the nitrogen-phenol cluster one would expect
bonding similar to the van der Waals clusters from the p
vious paragraph. However it was shown by the group
Müller–Dethlefs that the structure of phenol-N2 in the
ground state, in the electronically excited state, and in
cation is dominated by dipole–quadrupole interactions. T
leads to a ‘‘hydrogen bond’’ type of geometry, rather th
electron dispersion interactions, that favor the van der Wa
geometry.3–5 The structure of phenol-nitrogen in the ele
tronic ground state was extracted by Mu¨ller–Dethlefs from a
rotational band contour analysis of the REMPI spectrum
the electronic origin of the complex.5 Fuji et al.6 studied the
ground state of the complex using IR-UV double resona

a!Electronic mail: mschmitt@uni-duesseldorf.de
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spectroscopy and found a slight redshift of25 cm21 of the
intramolecular OH-stretching vibration, with respect to t
value in the monomer, while in theD0-state a redshift of
2159 cm21 was found. The redshift of the OH-stretchin
vibration is considerably smaller than in ‘‘real’’ hydroge
bound systems like phenol-water with2133 cm21.7,8

Watkins et al.9 performed complete active space se
consistent field~CASSCF! calculations with an active spac
of eight electrons in seven orbitals, including exclusive
p-type orbitals from phenol. These calculations give a p
diction of the structure of the phenol-nitrogen complex in t
S0 and theS1-state.

Solca and Dopfer10 investigated the phenol-N2 cation us-
ing IR spectroscopy and found a proton bound species
this cluster.

In this paper we present the first high resolution study
the electronic origins of four isotopomers of the phen
nitrogen cluster: phenol-N2 , d1-phenol-N2 , d5-phenol-N2 ,
and d6-phenol-N2 . These data allow a unique structure d
termination of this complex. This structure will be compar
to the results ofab initio calculations. Furthermore we dete
mined theS1-state lifetimes of all isotopomers from a rov
bronic band contour analysis of all isotopomers used in
study.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental setup for the rotationally resolved L
is described elsewhere.11 Briefly, it consists of a ring dye
laser ~Coherent 899-21! operated with Rhodamine 110
2 © 2004 American Institute of Physics
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2753J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 120, No. 6, 8 February 2004 The phenol-nitrogen cluster
pumped with 6 W of the 514 nm line of an Ar1-ion laser.
The light is coupled into an external folded ring cavity12 for
the second harmonic generation~SHG!. The molecular beam
is formed by expanding phenol, seeded in 400 mbar o
mixture of argon and nitrogen~80:20!, through a 70mm hole
into the vacuum. The molecular beam machine consist
three differentially pumped vacuum chambers that are
early connected by skimmers~1 mm and 3 mm, respectively!
in order to reduce the Doppler width. The molecular beam
crossed at right angles in the third chamber with the la
beam 360 mm downstream of the nozzle. The resulting fl
rescence is collected perpendicular to the plane defined
laser and molecular beam by an imaging optics setup c
sisting of a concave mirror and two plano-convex lenses.
resulting Doppler width in this set-up is 25 MHz~FWHM!.
The integrated molecular fluorescence is detected by a
tomultiplier tube whose output is discriminated and digitiz
by a photon counter and transmitted to a PC for data rec
ing and processing. The relative frequency is determi
with a quasi confocal Fabry–Perot interferometer with a f
spectral range~FSR! of 149.9434~56! MHz. The FSR has
been calibrated using the combination differences of
transitions of indole for which the microwave transitions a
known.13,14 The absolute frequency was determined by
cording the iodine absorption spectrum and comparing
transitions to the tabulated lines.15

III. RESULTS

We used four different isotopomers in this study. Th
will be defined in the following. In phenol-N2 all elements
are contained as the most abundant isotopomeric spe
(12C,1H,16O,14N). In d1-phenol-N2 the hydrogen atom o
the hydroxy group of phenol~position 8 in Fig. 1! is replaced
by deuterium.d5-phenol-N2 means complete ring deutera
tion ~positions 9–13 in Fig. 1! andd6-phenol-N2 represents
the completely ring and hydroxy deuterated isotopomer~po-
sitions 8–13 in Fig. 1!.

The rotationally resolved electronic spectrum of t
electronic origin of phenol-N2 is shown in trace~a! of Fig. 2.
The origin band is ana/b-hybrid band due to reorientation o
the inertial axes in the cluster with respect to the monom
axes. In the monomer the orientation of the transition dip

FIG. 1. Atomic numbering and definitions of the geometry parameters u
in the fit.
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is almost exactly along its inertialb-axis. The observed spec
trum consists of about 400 clusters of lines, with only a fe
single rovibronic lines@cf. the expanded view of the spec
trum in trace~c! with the simulated stick spectrum shown
trace~e! of Fig. 2!. This massive overlap is due to the rel
tively small rotational constants of the complex. For this re
son a fit of the spectrum using the quantum number assig
line positions to an appropriate Hamiltonian is very difficu
A problem like this, which arises frequently in congest
spectra, can be solved with the aid of a fit based on a gen
algorithm ~GA!. In such a fit the contour and shape of th
spectrum is used and it does not rely on the assignmen
individual rovibronic lines. The fitting procedure using G
has been described in detail elsewhere.16,17

The initial search range for the parameters in the GA
was obtained from a preliminaryab initio calculation. This
calculation was based on a ‘‘hydrogen bonded’’ structure
proposed by Fordet al.5 With the limits of the parameters
given in Table I, the GA converged very rapidly. A visu
inspection on the final simulation showed a perfect ma
with the experimental spectrum. The molecular parame
obtained from the GA fit are presented in the second colu
of Table II. The values given and the quoted uncertainties
the result of a statistics on ten independent GA runs, w
different initial seeds, i.e., different starting populations
the evolution.

In a second step, we used the results of the GA calc
tion to assign quantum numbers to the individual transitio
and cluster of lines. Because of the high quality of the GA
this was an easy task in spite of the large number of ov
lapping lines. With these line positions assignments a sec
fit to the parameters of a rigid rotor Hamiltonian for bo
electronic states is performed that in particular yields be
values for the uncertainties of the parameters. For most
rameters the values obtained from the line fit~Table II, col-
umn 1! agree within their uncertainties to the correspond
GA results.

FIG. 2. ~a! Rotationally resolved electronic spectrum of the electronic orig
of phenol-N2 . ~b! Simulation, using the inertial parameters, given in Tab
III. ~c! Expanded view of trace~a!. ~d! Simulation in the same spectral rang
with Voigt convoluted line shapes, using a Gaussian width of 26 MHz an
Lorentzian width of 39.4 MHz.~e! Stick spectrum in the same spectr
range.
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The spectra of the other three isotopomers (d1-phenol-
N2 , d5-phenol-N2 , andd6-phenol-N2), shown in Fig. 3 have
been treated in the same way. A compilation of the fi
molecular parameters is given in Table III. All isotopome
are near prolate asymmetric rotors, with a small nega
inertial defect in both electronic states, indicating the plan
ity of the complex in both electronic states.

The shifts of the electronic origins with respect to t
origin of phenol-N2 are also given in Table III. These isoto
pic shifts are due to different zero-point energies of the i
topomers in both electronic states and are very similar to
respective shifts of the phenol monomer.

Since the GA performs a line shape fit of the compl
spectrum, much better information on the linewidth is ga
ered than from a line shape fit to a few individual lines.
order to obtain the relevant parameters that determine
intensities in the spectrum, we performed a second GA
with a reduced search range and a weight function wid16

narrowed down to zero. This resulted in improved values
the angleu (cosu5ma /mb) and the Lorentzian component o
the linewidth. The Gaussian width is fixed to the experime
tally determined value of 25 MHz. The temperature dep

TABLE I. Input parameters and limits for the genetic algorithm fit of t
spectrum of the phenol-nitrogen complex.DA is defined as the difference o
ground state and excited state rotationalA constantA92A8, etc.

Lower Upper Guess

A9/MHz 4000 4100 4034
B9/MHz 600 650 635
C9/MHz 520 570 548
n0 /MHza 13500 15500 14500
T/K 1 5 3
u/°b 50 70 60
DA8/MHz 2150 250 2100
DB8/MHz 0 20 11
DC8/MHz 0 20 6
DGauss/MHzc 25
DLorentz/MHz 10 40 18

aThe band origin is given in MHz relative to the start of the scan.
bThe angleu is defined as angle between the transition dipole moment
the inertiala-axis.

cThe Gaussian width was kept fix at the experimentally determined Dop
width of 25 MHz.

TABLE II. Comparison of the molecular parameters of the phenol-nitrog
cluster as obtained from an assigned fit and from the genetic algorithmS
is the standard deviation of the fit.

Assigned GA-fit

A9/MHz 4072.18~25! 4071.06~13!
B9/MHz 648.01~4! 647.89~2!
C9/MHz 559.26~4! 559.13~2!
DI 9/uÅ2 20.354~43! 20.369
DA/MHz 2141.560~91! 2140.99~6!
DB/MHz 15.708~13! 15.71~1!
DC/MHz 8.671~9! 8.70~1!
DI 8/uÅ2 20.162~50! 20.188
n0 /MHz 14594.0~7! 14593.23~45!
Number of lines 118 1990
S/MHz 3.72 ¯
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dence of the intensity is described by a two temperat
model,18

n~T1 ,T2 ,w!5e2E/kT11we2E/kT2, ~1!

whereE is the energy of the lower state,k is the Boltzmann
constant,w is a weighting factor,T1 and T2 are the two
temperatures. The resulting temperatures and weights
tained from the individual spectra of the four isotopomers
presented in Table IV.

A. Lifetimes

The Lorentzian linewidths~and therefore theS1-state
lifetimes! show a characteristic pattern which depends m
or less only on the isotopic substitution at the phenolic h
droxy group. The pattern is similar to that found for th
phenol monomer. Isotopic substitution of H with D at th
phenolic hydroxy group leads to a reduction of Lorentzi
width and thus to a longerS1-state lifetime. While complex-
ation of phenol with water increases the lifetime from 2 ns
15 ns, the lifetime of the complex with nitrogen is found
be 8 ns. Phenol-water andd1-phenol-water have the sam
lifetime of 15 ns, while for phenol-nitrogen the lifetime in
creases upon isotopic substitution of hydrogen with deu
rium at the phenolic hydroxy group~see Table IV!.

Sobolewski and Domcke19 discussed a conical intersec
tion of the repulsive1ps* potential energy surface with th
originally excited1pp* surface and a subsequent interse
tion with the ground state potential energy surface to acco
for the short lifetime of phenol. The longer lifetimes of th
deuterated phenol and the phenol-water clusters are at
uted to different mechanisms. In the first case, the probab
of tunneling through the barrier which separates the1ps*
from the1pp* surface is reduced due the smaller zero-po
energy of the deuterated phenol. In the latter, the form of
electronic potential functions is changed, so that the inters
tion of the 1ps* with the ground state is removed. Th
leads to the observed increase of the lifetime in the phe
water cluster.

Another explanation for the increasing lifetime of th
deuterated phenol as well as of the water cluster was

FIG. 3. Rotationally resolved electronic spectrum of the electronic orig
of d1-, d5-, andd6-phenol-N2 along with the simulation, using the inertia
parameters, given in Table III.
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Downloaded 25 Ma
TABLE III. Molecular constants of phenol-N2 , @7D#phenol-N2 , d5-phenol-N2 , and d6-phenol-N2 obtained
from assigned fits of the line positions to a rigid rotor Hamiltonian. For details see text.S is the standard
deviation of the fit.

phenol-N2 d1-phenol-N2 d5-phenol-N2 d6-phenol-N2

A9/MHz 4072.18~25! 4050.44~24! 3567.71~19! 3548.50~32!
B9/MHz 648.01~4! 647.88~4! 622.41~3! 621.79~6!
C9/MHz 559.26~4! 558.71~3! 530.229~23! 529.28~5!
DI 9/uÅ2 20.354~43! 20.269~49! 20.492~36! 20.362~59!
DA/MHz 2141.560~91! 2140.41~10! 2116.64~7! 2116.31~12!
DB/MHz 15.708~13! 15.42~2! 14.51~1! 14.27~2!
DC/MHz 8.671~9! 8.51~1! 7.653~6! 7.42~1!
DI 8/uÅ2 20.162~50! 20.183~80! 20.342~55! 20.152~104!
ñ0 /cm21 36249.16 36246.62 36419.62 36416.98
Dñ0 /cm21 0 22.54 170.46 167.82
Number of lines 118 119 139 83
S/MHz 3.72 3.90 4.48 4.78
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sented by Lipertet al.20 The short excited state lifetime o
phenol was attributed to a rapid internal conversion~IC!,
with the ground state OH stretching vibration as a promo
mode.20,21 The frequency of this promoter mode shifts
lower frequencies upon deuteration as well upon cluster
mation, which is believed to cause the increase in lifetim
For the phenol-water cluster a redshift of2133 cm21 of the
OH-stretching vibration is found,7,8 while for phenol-
nitrogen the experimentally determined redshift is only25
cm21.6 Such a small shift of the frequency of the promo
mode cannot account for the large change in lifetime
served in the experiment.

A decision, which of both models applies, has to be po
poned until a CASPT2 profile for ground state,1ps* , and
1pp* state along the OH-stretch coordinate is calculat
This work is under way.

B. Determination of the structure

The programPKRFIT ~Ref. 22! was used to determine th
structure of the phenol-N2 cluster in theS0 and S1-states.
Figure 1 shows the atomic numbering and the definitions
the geometrical parameters. The structure given in Fig
represents just one input geometry for the fit. As t
Levenberg–Marquardt fitting algorithm23,24that was used for
the geometry fitting is a local optimizer we tested seve
other starting geometries. They had either a higher valu
the cost function or converged to the same minimum. T
rotational constants of the four isotopomers discussed in
previous section were used as input. The monomer geom
of phenol in the S0-state has been kept fixed to th

TABLE IV. Parameters that determine the relative intensities in the spe
of phenol-N2 , @7D#phenol-N2 , d5-phenol-N2 , and d6-phenol-N2 obtained
from a GA fit. For details see text.

phenol-N2 d1-phenol-N2 d5-phenol-N2 d6-phenol-N2

T1 /K 4.03~26! 1.63~22! 3.13~41! 3.59~18!
T2 /K 1.54~43! 2.23~33! 3.87~50! 0.47~21!
w 0.42~8! 0.68~4! 0.42~14! 0.78~9!
u/° 59.87~4! 62.53~7! 59.14~7! 60.05~1!
DLorentz/MHz 39.4~2! 18.7~1! 39.8~6! 23.2~3!
t/ns 8.1~1! 17.0~1! 8.0~2! 13.7~2!
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r s-structure, obtained by Larsen via microwav
spectroscopy,25 the S1-geometry parameters for phenol a
taken from Ref. 22. The N–N distance in the nitrogen m
ecule has been kept fixed to a value of 109.77 pm as de
mined by Berndtsen26 using Raman spectroscopy. Therefo
the only geometry parameters to be determined are the
intermolecular degrees of freedom between the phenol
nitrogen constituents. From the small negative inertial def
of all isotopomers~Table III! we can immediately conclude
that the complex is planar in both theS0 andS1-state. Con-
sequently, the two dihedral angles were set to 0°. The
maining three geometrical parameters were fitted to the r
tional constants of the four phenol-nitrogen isotopomers.
performed two different structural fits: one to th
r 0-structure, which completely neglects the different vibr
tional contributions from the different isotopomers and
based on the following assumption:

I 0
g5I rigid

g ~r 0!. ~2!

The second is a fit to the pseudo-r s-structure. The latter take
into account the vibrational effects of the different isot
pomers via three parameterse0g that describe the averag
vibrational contributions with respect to the inertial axesg,27

I 0
g5I rigid

g ~r s!1 1
2e0g . ~3!

In these equationsI 0
g are the ~experimentally determined!

zero-point averaged moments of inertia with respect to
inertial axesg. The functionsI rigid

g (r 0) or I rigid
g (r s) are calcu-

lated from the structural parametersr 0 or r s , respectively,
using rigid-molecule formulas. Thee0g are the vibrational
corrections, which are assumed to be the same for all is
pomers. The inertial parameters, which are calculated fr
Eqs.~2! and~3!, are compared to the experimental rotation
constants in Table V. The difference between a fit to
pseudo-r s-structure and ther 0-structure is small. Regarding
the weak intermolecular bond, that gives rise to very lo
frequency vibrations with large amplitudes, this finding
somehow surprising.

The resulting geometrical parameters for the ground
electronically excited states are presented in Table VI. T
r 0-distance between the hydrogen atom of the hydroxy gr
and the closest nitrogen atom in the electronic ground sta

ra
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233.1~3! pm. This bond distance decreases to 220.8~21! pm
upon electronic excitation. The corresponding values for
pseudo-r s-structure are 225.5~13! and 211.0~6! pm. For both
geometries a very similar decrease in bond length upon e
tronic excitation has been found. Along with the shorten
of the ‘‘hydrogen bond,’’ the N–N̄ H angle gets more linea
in the S1-state. The pseudo-r s-structures of both electroni
states are shown in Fig. 4.

C. Comparison to the results of ab initio calculations

The structure of phenol-N2 in the electronic ground stat
has been optimized at the counterpoise gradient corrected
and MP2/6-311G(d,p) level and at the CIS/6-311G(d,p)
level for the electronically excitedS1-state with theGAUSS-

IAN 98 program package~Revision 11!.28 The SCF conver-
gence criterion used throughout the calculations was an
ergy change below 1028 Hartree while the convergenc
criterion for the gradient optimization of the molecular g
ometry was ]E/]r ,1.5•1025 Hartree/Bohr and ]E/]w
,1.5•1025 Hartree/deg, respectively. Additionally

TABLE V. Experimentally determined and fitted rotational constants of
electronic ground state of phenol-N2 , using the model given in Fig. 1.

Calculated Difference Calculated Differenc
Experiment pseudo-r s r 0

phenol-N2

A9/MHz 4072.180 4068.056 4.124 4068.402 3.77
B9/MHz 648.010 648.963 20.953 649.335 21.325
C9/MHz 559.260 559.912 20.652 559.963 20.703
d1-phenol-N2

A9/MHz 4050.445 4050.789 20.344 4050.621 20.176
B9/MHz 647.885 647.144 0.741 647.563 0.32
C9/MHz 558.710 558.231 0.479 558.307 0.40
d5-phenol-N2

A9/MHz 3567.704 3568.402 20.698 3568.929 21.225
B9/MHz 622.410 622.615 20.205 622.714 20.304
C9/MHz 530.229 530.330 20.099 530.203 0.026
d6-phenol-N2

A9/MHz 3548.500 3554.580 26.080 3554.697 26.197
B9/MHz 621.796 620.752 1.043 620.896 0.90
C9/MHz 529.286 528.673 0.613 528.571 0.71

TABLE VI. Structural parameters of phenol-N2 .

r 0 pseudo-r s MP2a CAS~10/9!b

R (pm) 233.1~3! 225.5~13! 240.2 248.1
d1 (°) 158.2~58! 158.6~28! 168.1 169.4

S0 d2 (°) 208.5~195! 208.0~51! 172.3 172.7
x2 2426 2171 ¯ ¯

s 16.4 17.6 ¯ ¯

R (pm) 220.8~21! 211.0~6! ¯ 247.6
d1 (°) 157.9~60! 162.3~57! ¯ 169.3

S1 d2 (°) 200.8~195! 195.4~182! ¯ 172.8
x2 2083 1530 ¯ ¯

s 15.2 13.0 ¯ ¯

DR (pm) 212.3 214.5 20.6

aGeometry optimized with the 6-311G(d,p) basis using counterpoise co
rected gradients.

bUsing the cc-pVDZ basis.
Downloaded 25 May 2004 to 134.99.152.108. Redistribution subject to A
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CASSCF calculation has been performed with ten electr
in nine orbitals. The active space is composed of the
aromaticp, p* orbitals located at the carbon atoms, thepz

lone pair orbital at the phenolic oxygen atom, and two orb
als from the nitrogen moiety~one occupied, one unoccupied!
in the complex. The orbitals used in the resulting CAS~10/9!
space are shown in Fig. 5.

The result of the above calculations along with
CAS~8/7! study, which contains only electrons localized
the phenol chromophore, from Watkinset al.9 are given in
Table VII.

The MP2 structure optimizations with the 6-311G(d,p)
basis set reproduce the ground state rotational const
within 2% or better. It is necessary to apply counterpo
corrected gradients in the optimization, otherwise they c
verge to a different geometry largely deviating from the e
perimental one. The results of the latter calculations
given in parentheses in Table VII. The description of t
cluster structure thus demands either a much larger basi
or the imperative use of counterpoise corrected gradient
the optimization.

The changes of rotational constants upon electronic
citation have been approximated by the difference betw
the rotational constants of a HF/6-311G(d,p) calculation for
the ground state and a CIS/6-311G(d,p) calculation for the
electronically excited state. The experimentally determin
differences are reproduced with a surprising accuracy, wh
can be traced back to the similar deficiencies of both me
ods to describe the electron correlation. It can be conclu

FIG. 4. ~a! Pseudo-r s-structure of phenol-nitrogen in the electronic groun
state.~b! Pseudo-r s-structure of phenol-nitrogen in the electronically excite
state.
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that the main interactions that stabilize the complex are m
tipole interactions, which can sufficiently well be describ
on the Hartree–Fock level.

An even better agreement between theory and exp
ment for both electronic states is found from the CAS~8/7!/
cc-pVDZ calculations performed by Watkinset al.9 The re-
ported changes of the rotational constants upon electr
excitation as well as their absolute values in theS1-state are
in very good agreement with the experimental results.

Although the electronic excitation takes place mainly
the chromophore, we extended the active space in the ca
lations of the phenol-nitrogen complex to include two ele
trons in ap-orbital of the nitrogen moiety and the belongin
p* -orbital. The results for these CAS(10/9)/6-311G(d,p)
and CAS~10/9!/cc-pVDZ calculations are presented in Tab
VII. Both calculations show a very good agreement with t
experimentally determined rotational constants. The ro

FIG. 5. The orbitals, which comprise the~10/9! space for the CASSCF
calculations of phenol-nitrogen.
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tional constants and geometries obtained from the CAS~10/
9!/cc-pVDZ and the CAS~8/7!/cc-pVDZ are similar, but nev-
ertheless show differences that might prove important if o
tries to calculate molecular properties with ‘‘spectrosco
accuracy.’’

Both r 0 and pseudo-r s geometry predict a hydroge
bonded cluster as proposed by Fordet al.5 For both struc-
tures the H̄ N distance is considerably shorter than pr
dicted from theab initio calculations and the nitrogen mo
ecule deviates from a near linear hydrogen bond struct
One reason for this deviation might be zero-point vibratio
effects on the geometry, which are contained in bothr 0 and
pseudo-r s structure, but not in ther e structure obtained from
the ab initio calculations. Another explanation is the lack
electron correlation in the CASSCF calculations. This is s
ported by the fact that the MP2 calculations for the electro
ground state, which account for dispersion interactions, p
dict a shorter H̄ N distance than the CASSCF optimizatio
of the ground state.

As can be inferred from Table VI, the decrease of t
bond length upon electronic excitation is greatly undere
mated at the CASSCF level. Theory predicts less than 1
decrease, while the experimentally determined reductio
found to be between 10 and 15 pm.

The angle u between the transition dipole mome
~TDM! and the inertiala-axis was determined experimen
tally to be 59.87° for phenol-N2 ~cf. Table IV!. This angle,
determined at the CAS~10/9!/cc-pVDZ level of theory, is
found to be 57.08° if the transition dipole moment in th
cluster is assumed to be unchanged from that of the mo
mer. In the phenol monomer the TDM is found to be orient
along the inertialb-axis. Isotopic substitution rotates the in
ertial axes and changes therefore this angle. The experim
tally determined value foru in d1-phenol-N2 is 62.53°, while
the ab initio calculations give an angle of 57.18°. The i
crease of the angleu from theory is considerably smalle
than determined experimentally. Thus in the CAS~10/9!/cc-
pVDZ geometry the hydroxy group is located too close
the a-axis.
en

timized
TABLE VII. Experimental andab initio inertial constants of phenol-nitrogen. All calculations have be
performed using the 6-311G(d,p) basis set.

Expt. MP2a HF CIS CIS-HF CAS~8/7!b CAS~10/9!c CAS~10/9!d

A9/MHz 4072.18 4034~3858! 4197 ¯ ¯ 4067.3 4155 4085
B9/MHz 648.01 635~679! 611 ¯ ¯ 620.3 604 621
C9/MHz 559.26 548~578! 534 ¯ ¯ 538.2 527 539
A8/MHz 3930.62 ¯ ¯ 4102 ¯ 3931.6 3997 3935
B8/MHz 663.72 ¯ ¯ 622 ¯ 615.9 600 617
C8/MHz 567.83 ¯ ¯ 540 ¯ 532.5 521 534
DA/MHz 2141.56 ¯ ¯ ¯ 295 2135.7 2158 2150
DB/MHz 15.71 ¯ ¯ ¯ 11 24.4 24 24
DC/MHz 8.67 ¯ ¯ ¯ 6 25.7 26 25

aMP2 geometry optimization using counterpoise corrected gradients, the values in parentheses are op
without counterpoise correction.

bFrom Ref. 9 using the cc-pVDZ basis.
cThis study, using the 6-311G(d,p) basis set.
dThis study, using the cc-pVDZ basis set.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

The structure of phenol-nitrogen has been determine
the electronic ground and first excited state to be planar
drogen bonded. The rovibronic spectra of the electronic
gins of four isotopomers could be measured and assig
with the aid of a genetic algorithm fit. This fit does not re
on prior assignments of quantum numbers to selected r
bronic transitions, which might be difficult in case of co
gested spectra. The fluorescence lifetime of phenol-N2 and
d5-phenol-N2 was found to be 8 ns which is considerab
longer than the lifetime of bare phenol~2 ns!. Deuteration at
the phenolic hydroxy group (d1-phenol-N2 and d6-phenol-
N2) increases the lifetime of the cluster to 17 and 14
respectively. This is close to the value determined for b
d1-phenol~15 ns!.

The intermolecular geometry, which was deduced fr
the inertial parameters to have an OH̄NN pseudo-r s bond
length of 225.5 pm (r 05233.1 pm), which is considerabl
shorter than the value obtained from a CAS~10/9!/cc-pVDZ
calculation. This deviation can be traced back to a lack
electron correlation, which has to be included in the optim
zation of the cluster structure for both electronic stat
CASPT2 calculations are currently on the way to impro
the prediction of the geometry of the cluster in both ele
tronic states.
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